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Play Now. Engine-Codes - Generic - P P Possible Causes What does this mean? How is the P
code repair? Start by checking the "Possible Causes" listed above. Visually inspect the related
wiring harness and connectors. Check for damaged components and look for broken, bent,
pushed out, or corroded connector's pins. Tech Notes What does this mean? What is the cost to
diagnose the P code Labor: 1. The auto repair labor rates vary widely across the country, and
even within the same city. How much do you know about cars? Take the AutoCodes. When is
the code detected? P Meaning A knocking vibration from the cylinder block is sensed as
vibrational pressure by the Knock Sensor. The ECM uses this signal to retard the ignition timing
and protect the engine from this damaging pre-ignition. Engine knock occurs within a specific
frequency range. The Knock Sensor, located in the engine block, cylinder head, or intake
manifold, is tuned to detect that frequency. Inside the knock sensor is a piezoelectric element.
Piezoelectric elements generate a voltage when pressure or vibration is applied to them. The
piezoelectric element in the Knock Sensor is tuned to the engine knock frequency. The vibration
from the engine knocking vibrates the piezoelectric element generating a voltage. The voltage
output from the Knock Sensor is highest at this time. More Information Need more information
on how to fix the P code? Get Access to Factory Service Manuals. Need more help? Get the P
code diagnosed by a professional: Find a repair shop in your area. Why is the Engine Light ON?
Repair Importance Level: 2. Play Now. What does this mean? Check the "Possible Causes"
listed above. Visually inspect the related wiring harness and connectors. Check for damaged
components and look for broken, bent, pushed out, or corroded connector's pins. How much do
you know about cars? Take the AutoCodes. Tech Notes What does this mean? The auto repair
labor rates vary by location, your vehicle's make and model, and even your engine type. When
is the code detected? When an engine operates, the Powertrain Control System PCM learns the
minimum and maximum frequency of the noise the engine produces. When the PCM determines
that this frequency is less than or greater than the expected amount, a knock sensor code will
set. The PCM then retards timing until no knock is present. Get Access to Factory Service
Manuals. Need more help? Get the P Saturn code diagnosed by a professional: Find a repair
shop in your area. Why is the Engine Light ON? Comments Help us improve AutoCodes. Leave
a comment below or tell us if the information above help you fix the code. What are the
symptoms on your vehicle for the P Saturn code? Have you replaced any parts? Any
information is appreciated. Repair Importance Level: 2. Home - About AutoCodes. Posted and
Edit by AutoCodes. It has the same meaning for the Saturn SW as it would any other vehicle.
Clearing this code typically requires a new knock sensor or correcting an issue with the wiring
harness. Modern engines utilize the knock sensor to detect detonation and allow for aggressive
timing. This sensor will let the computer know to dial back the timing. Without a proper signal
from the knock sensor, many engines will curve the timing and power output to make sure that
the engine is not knocking. Most of the time, the fix for P in the SW or most any vehicle is going
to come from replacing the knock sensor or repairing the wiring harness. It would be wise to
start by taking a look at the wiring harness. When this happens the computer will operate as
though it is getting no signal from the sensor at all. A good place to start would be to check the
wiring leading from the sensor and see if any of it has been damaged or frayed. Most of them
bolt right into the block, which makes accessing them difficult. Their proximity to the engine
block means that they are often susceptible to damage. Take a good look at where the harness
plugs into the sensor as well. If it is loose or damaged you very well could have a wiring
problem. There are guides out there on how to test a knock sensor, but they are very affordable.
They can also take a little digging to get to, which makes replacing it the way to go. It is
possible that a bad PCM could cause this code to pop up. This can be tedious work. If there is
anything that you would like to add that could help someone with this problem, please leave a
comment below. Good luck! P Causes: Saturn SW Most of the time, the fix for P in the SW or
most any vehicle is going to come from replacing the knock sensor or repairing the wiring
harness. Just bought this car for my daughter and soon after bring it home the Engine Light
came on with the associated code P Knock Sensor 1 Circuit Low Input. Any help with resolving
this issue would be greatly appreciated. Broken wire connection? This one's probably on the
firewall side of the engine. Don't confuse this one with the crank position sensor behind and
above the starter or the oil pressure sensor shaped like a miniature christmas tree ornament.
Thanks for the update. I will take a look at the sensor wires for possible solutions. The previous
owner stated this happen to him and he took it Saturn Dealership and they replaced a fuse. Also
he stated this light would go on and off at various times. When we drove and purchased the
vehicle, it was off and now it is on. I also read about cheap gas causing this sensor to throw this
code. Any ideas? The low voltage code implies related circuitry, hardware and wiring issues.
Cheap gas, as in watered down or diluted with 'other' additives would result in some form of
engine running problem that you haven't posted about. Stalling, hard starting, rough running,

hesitation, smoking, etc.. The knock sensor's only job is to hear detonation, a microphone
tuned for specific noise, that tells the PCM; the PCM retards ignition timing immediately until
knock subsides and automatically advances timing again until it 'hears' knocking and repeats
this cycle but overall retards spark timing below the level of detonation, reduced power that
may be felt. Disconnecting the knock sensor may turn on the same code, to inform you that the
PCM is deaf and wants it connected. Since its a mike, it may be monitored for minimal signal
output and no signal could be interpreted as a low voltage alarm. If the engine runs fine and
doesn't exhibit problems then you can take all the time in the world to check the sensor and
associated wiring. Thanks So Much The car is currently running just fine. Are these sensors
hard to replace? No, not at all as they are just attached to the engine and are small. Try
Wolfman's gallery for some pictures for parts locations. Simple tools, socket, wrenches, etc. All
times are GMT The time now is AM. Contact Us - SaturnFans. User Name. Remember Me? Mark
Forums Read. Thread Tools. Find More Posts by scaragon. Find More Posts by fdryer. Digg del.
Posting Rules. Similar Threads. DTC code P P code. We recommend Torque Pro. The knock
sensor KS is mounted in the engine and is used to detect spark knock. When there is spark
knock or pinging, the sensor produces a voltage signal that is sent to PCM. The PCM will then
retard ignition timing to protect the engine. In other words, a knock sensor does not receive a
reference voltage from the PCM â€” it creates its own. There are two basic types of knock
sensors: the style used in older vehicles and the resonant design used in modern vehicles.
Cross section of a typical knock sensor. Courtesy: azosensors. This means the PCM has
detected a problem with the knock sensor or its circuit. Some vehicles may be equipped with
two knock sensors. Code P pertains to the sensor on bank 1 the side of the engine where the 1
cylinder is located. In some cases, however, an illuminated check engine light will be the only
symptom. The following steps will help you troubleshoot a P code:. Many problems can easily
be found in the harness and connectors. So, begin your diagnosis by visually inspecting the
sensor and its connection. Note that this test will only work on old style knock sensors.
Connect a timing light to the vehicle and start the engine. Allow the engine to warm up and aim
the timing light toward the timing marks on the harmonic balancer. Locate the knock sensor and
tap on an engine location near the sensor do not directly strike the sensor. If the sensor is
working correctly, you should see the timing begin to retard. If not, you have a problem with the
sensor or its circuit. Hint: this test can also be performed by monitoring the ignition timing on a
scan tool, instead of using a timing light. To test an old-style knock sensor, connect a digital
multimeter set to AC voltage between the knock sensor output signal wire and a good ground.
Then once again, tap on an engine location near the sensor. You should see an AC voltage
reading on your digital multimeter. If not, the sensor is bad and should be replaced. An old-style
knock sensor. Courtesy: autobarn. Testing an old-style knock sensor. Courtesy: youtube. Crank
the engine, put the vehicle in gear and keep your foot on the brake. Accelerate a little; as the
vehicle is starved for fuel it will begin to ping and you should see an AC voltage output. If not,
the knock sensor is bad and should be replaced. A resonant style knock sensor. Courtesy:
msextra. Using a digital multimeter set to the ohms, connect one side of the meter to the
harness side of the knock sensor connector and the other to the knock sensor input pin on the
PCM. This tests for continuity between the sensor and PCM. If your meter reads OL, there is an
open somewhere in the circuit that must be repaired. If not, the PCM is likely the problem and
should be replaced. Typical old-style knock sensor circuit. Courtesy: alldata. While old-style
knock sensors ground through the sensor itself, resonant style sensors typically have a
separate ground circuit. Start by consulting the wiring diagram for your vehicle to determine
which pin on the connector is power and which is ground. Next, connect the red multimeter lead
to the battery positive terminal and the black lead to ground. You should see a reading of about
12 volts indicating a good ground. Typical resonant knock sensor circuit. Courtest: alldata. This
site uses Akismet to reduce spam. Learn how your comment data is processed. For example
here it shows a P Code which is a Knock Sensor problem. It could be a bad sensor or the wiring
harness and connectors. Could i be getting this code because it was very rainy on my way
home and the engine got a little wet? Possibly, if the rain caused a partial short-to-ground in the
knock sensor circuit. Does the code come up
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when the engine is dry? You can test this on a dry day by spraying down your engine with
water and seeing if it trips the code. If so, it could mean you have some cracked or chafed
insulation, loose connector, or poor connector seal blowing out the connector and stuffing it
with dielectric grease can help in that case, or else a new knock sensor pigtail. First of all thank

you for such elaboration regarding the knocking sensor. I have Cadd Esclade having a code P
The further detail shows Right Bank Knock sensor failed. Visual inspection suggest that the
wire is damaged. Though the wire is repaired bur still the code is still there. At last the
connectivity is checked again which came out to be okay. The code is still there. Skip to
content. Notify of. Miles: Miles. Engine: Engine. Inline Feedbacks. Mb moss. How do you know
which port 1 is or port 2 when it comes to knicker sensirs. Benjamin Jerew. Nate- Possibly, if
the rain caused a partial short-to-ground in the knock sensor circuit.

